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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 20 
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Fig. 21 
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Cate SIMDSize Instructioperand CFR PSR 
SPY Typical behavior 
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Fig. 26 
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Fig. 34 
Cate SIMD Instructioperand CFR Opcration 
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Fig. 37 
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Fig. 38 

Vcchk 

Behavior 

Move WCOMWC3 to CO-C3. 

Judge whether VCONVC3 are all 0, and output judgment result to 
C4 and C5. 
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Fig.39 
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Fig. 40 

stbh (Ra), Rb 
=>stbh (Rat)0,Rb 

H(Ra) <- Rb23:16:Rb7:0); 
Behavior 

Store 2 items of byte data stored in Rb into address indicated by 
Ra. 2 items of byte data are stored in 16 - 23 bits and 0 r- 7 
bits in Rb. 

stbh (Ra), Rb 32bit synonym - PSRAEE 

Remarks 

Misalignment exception occurs when Ra is not aligned to 2 bytes. 
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Fig.41 
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Fig. 42 

stbhp (Ra), Rb:Rb+1 
Eco stbhp (Rat)4,Rb:Rb+1 

W(Ra) <- Rb23:16:Rb7:0:Rb+123:16:Rb+17:0; 
Ra <- Raksext(4); 

Behavior 

Store 4 items of byte data stored in Rb and Rb+1 to address 
indicated by Ra. 4 items of byte data are stored in 16 M 23 bits 
and 0 M 7 bits in Rib and Rb+1. 

Furthermore, add 4 to Ra and store result in Ra. 

Assembler mnemonic Affecting flag Affected flag 

Remarks 

Misalignment exception occurs when Ra is not aligned to 2 bytes. 
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Fig.43 
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Fig. 44 

sethi Ra, 16 
Ra <- (uext(16) << 16)+uext(Ra15:0); 

Behavior 

Store immediate value (16) to higher 16 bits of Ra. Lower 16 bits 
of Ra is not affected by this. 

I16 is an unsigned value. 
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Fig.45 
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Fig. 46 

vaddhvc Rc,Ra,Rb 
Rc31:16 C-Ra:31:16+ Ra31:16), if (VC2 = 0); 

Rc31:16 C-Ra:31:16+ Rb31:16, if (VC2 == 1); 
Rc15: 0 <- Ra15: O+Ra15: 0, if (VC2 = 0); 

Rc15: 0 <-Ra15:0+ Rb15: 0), if (VC2 == 1); 
Behavior 

Used for motion compensation in image processing. 

Handle each register in half word vector format. 

Add Ra with Ra or Rb. Whether added with Ra or Rb depends on 
WC2. 
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Fig.47 
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Fig.48 
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Fig. 49 

Rc31:16 C-Ra31:16+ Ra31:16+ sext16(1), if (VC2 == 0); 

Re31:16 C-Ra:31:16+ Rb31:16+ sext16(1), if (VC2 == 1); 

Ro15: 0 <-Ra15: 0 + Ra15:0+ sext16(1), if (VC2 = 0); 

Rc15: 0 <- Ra15: 0 + Rb15:0+ sext16(1), if (VC2 == 1); 

Handle each register in half word vector format. 

vaddrhvc RcRa,Rb 

Add Ra with Ra or Rb, and further add 1 for rounding purposes. 

Behavior 

Whether added with Ra or Rb depends on VC2. 
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Fig.50 

1 half WOrd 
-C-e- 

Ra 31. 32 

N 
1 (when a 1> 0) 
0 (when a1 =0) 

1 (when a2> 0) 

-1 (when a 1< 0): 
0 (when a2=0) 
-1 (when a2< 0) 

Rb 
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Fig. 51 

vsgnh Rb,Ra 
Rb31:16) <- 0x0001, if (Ra31:16) > 0); 

Rb31:16 - 0x0000, if (Ra31:16) = 0); 
Rb31:16 - 0xffff, if (Ra31:16) < 0); 

Rb15: 0 <- 0x0001, if (Ra15: O> 0); 

Rb15: 0 <- 0x0000, if (Ra15: 0) == 0); 

Behavior Rb15: 0 <- 0xffff, if (Ra15: 0 < 0); 

Used for inverse quantization in image processing. 

Handle each register in half word vector format. 

Output 1 when value held in Ra is positive, output-1 when value 
held in Ra is negative, and output 0 when value held in Ra is 0. 
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Fig.52 

Ra Rb 

ALN1:0 Shift 
OO NO shift 
01 1-byte shift 
10 2-byte shift 
11 3-byte shift 

Instruction Result 

VanvC4 
c: e. d: f (when VCO=1) 
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Fig. 53 

tmp 87: 0 <-Ra:Rb << (CFRALN1:0) << 3 ); 
timp231: 0 <-tmp63:32); 

Rc <-tmp231:24:tmp231:24:tmp2(23:16:tmp2(23:16, 

if (VCO = 0); 

Rc <-tmp231:24:tmp2(23:16:tmp2(23:16:tmp215: 8, 

if (VCO= 1); 

Used for motion compensation in image processing. 

valnvc1 Rc,Ra,Rb 

Perform byte alignment according to CFRALN, and take out 

Behavior 

different byte data depending on value of VC0. 

Format Affecting flag Affected flag 
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Fig. 54 

valnvc2 Rc,RaRb 
timp 87: OC-Ra:Rb << (CFRALN1:0<<3); 

timp231: 0 <-tmp47:16); 

Rc <-tmp2(31:24:tmp2(31:24:tmp2(23:16):tmp2(23:16), 

if (VCO == 0); 

Rc <-tmp2(31:24):tmp2(23:16):tmp2(23:16:tmp2(15: 8), Behavior 

if (VCO == 1); 

Used for motion compensation in image processing. 

- Perform byte alignment according to CFRALN, and take out 
different byte data depending on value of VCO. 
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Fig. 55 

valnvc3 Rc,RaRb 
timp 87: 0 <-Ra:Rb << (CFRALN1:0<< 3 ); 
tmp231: 0 <-tmp63:32); 

Rc C-tmp231:24:tmp2(31:24:tmp223:16:tmp223:16), 

if (VCO = 0); 

Rc C-tmp231:24:tmp215: 8:tmp2(23:16:tmp27: 0), 
Behavior 

if (VCO == 1); 

Used for motion compensation in image processing. 

Perform byte alignment according to CFR.ALN, and take out 
different byte data depending on value of WC0. 
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Fig. 56 

valnvc4 RcRa,Rb 
tmp 87: 0 <-Ra:Rb << (CFRALN1:0) << 3 ); 
timp231: 0 <-tmp47:16); 

Rc <-tmp231:24:tmp231:24:tmp2(23:16:tmp2(23:16, 

if (VCO = O); 
Rc <-tmp231:24:tmp215: 8:tmp2(23:16):tmp27: 0), 

Behavior 

if (VCO == 1); 

Used for motion compensation in image processing. 

Perform byte alignment according to CFR.ALN, and take out 
different byte data depending on value of VCO. 

timp2(7: 0) is 0x00 when CFR.ALN1:0=3. 
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Fig.57 

Rclai-bi-la-b-a+b+a+b+1 (when Ra2O) 

(when Ra<0) 
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Fig. 58 

addarvw RcRa,Rb 

Behavior 

Add Ra and Rb. Further add 1 if value held in Ra is positive. 

Remarks 

tmp(32:0) <- sext33(Ra) + sext33(Rb)+uext33(-(Ra31:31))); 
Rc C-tmp31:0; 

Rc C- 0x7fffffff, CFR.OVS C-1, 

if (tmp32:02 0x07fffffff:32:0); 

Rc <- 0x8000 0000, CFR.OVS <-1, 

if (tmp(32:0 < 0x1 8000 000032:0)); 

Round up absolute values in image processing. 

When rounding an absolute value (away from zero), a value resulted from padding, with 1, bits lower 
than a target bit to be rounded shall be stored in Rb 

ex. Rb <- 0x0000 7ff (when rounded to MSB 16 bits) 
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Fig.59 

Binary Decimal Binary Decimal 
-- - - - - - - 

Ra:00. 1000 (+0.5) Ra: 11.1000 (-0.5) 
Absolute AbSOute Rb : 111 t Rb : 111 e 

-H 1. -- 

Rc:01.0000 (+1) Rc:11.1111 (-1) 
(To be masked) (To be masked) 

(a) When Ra20 (b) When Ra<0 

Fig.60 

WOrd 1 WOrd 
-C-So- 16-e- 

MOVe 
Ra is Rc 

One 
Cycle Move 

Rb Rct 1 
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Fig. 61 

movp Re:Rc41,RaRb 
RC <- Ra; 

Rc1 <- Rb; 
Behavior 

Move Ra to RC and Rb to RC+1. 

Remarks 

Rc shall be an even number. 
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Fig. 62 

jloop C6,Cm,TAR,Ra 
=>jloop C6,Cm, TAR,Ra,-1 

PC <-TAR; C6 <- (Ra P= 0)? 1:0; Cm <-1; 

Ra <- Ra - sext(1); 

Used as part of loop. 
Behavior 

Following processing is performed: 

(1) Set 1 to Cm. 

(2) Add-1 to Ra, and store result in Ra. Set 0 to C6 when Ra 
becomes Smaller than 0. 

(3) Branch to address specified by TAR. Fill branch instruction 
buffer with branch target instruction, if there is no branch target 
instruction filled in branch instruction buffer. 

XBehavior when Cm-C6 is undefined. 
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Fig. 63 

settar C6,Cm,D9 
TAR <- PC + (sext(D98:1]) <<1); , 

C6 C-1; Cm <- 0; 

Following processing is performed: 

Behavior (1) Store address resulted from adding PC value to 
displacement value (D9) into TAR. 

(2) Fetch instruction corresponding to such address, and store 
it in branch instruction buffer. 

(3) Set C6 to 1, and Cm to 0. 

D9 is a signed value whose lower 1 bit shall be 0. 

Behavior when Cm=C6 is undefined. 
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Fig.64 

settar C6, C4, LO 

C4. A 
LO : 

C6 B 
C6) jloop 
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Fig. 65 

int func2(int a, int b, int C) 
int i, 
int it. 

for (i = 0; i < 100; ii) 
yi = xi + i ; 
t += xi, 

return t. 

Fig. 66 

OW r4, 0 
ld ré, (gp, xS - . MN. gptop) 
CInpne C4, gp, gp //This instruction 

required 

mov r1, 98 
settar C6, L00023 
ld r5, (gp, yS - . MN. gptop) 

L00023 //3cycle/iterartion 
C4) add r2, r3, r 4 
C4) add r0, r3, r0 
C6) d r3, (r3+) 

(C4) add r4, r4, 1 
C4) st (r5+), r2 

Cmpeq C4, gp, gp // This instruction 
required 
C6) j loop C6, tar, r1, -1 

ret 
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Fig. 67 

MOW r4, 0 
d ré, (gp, XS - . MN. gptop) 

mov r1, 98 
settar C6, C4, L00023 // Reset CA at the same 

time 
- r5, (gp, yS - . MN. gptop) 

L00023 //2cycle/iterartion 

(C4) add r4, r4, 1 
C4 (r5+), r2 
C6) C6, C4, tar, r1, -1// Set C4 at the same time 
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Fig. 68 

jloop C6,C2:C4,TAR,Ra 

PC <- TAR; 

C2 C-C3, C3 <- C4, C6 C-C4; 

C4 C- (Ra->= 0)? 1:0; 

Ra C- Ra - sext(1); 

Behavior 

Used as part of loop. Following processing is performed: 

(1) Transfer C3 to C2, and C4 to C3 and C6. 

(2) Add-1 to Ra, and store result in Ra. Set 0 to C4 when Ra 
becomes Smaller than 0. 

(3) Branch to address specified by TAR. Fill branch instruction 
buffer with branch target instruction, if there is no branch target 
instruction filled in branch instruction buffer. 
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Fig. 69 

settar C6,C2:C4D9 
TAR <-PC + (sext(D98:1]) <<1); 

Following processing is performed: 

Behavior (1) Store address resulted from adding PC value to 
displacement value (D9) into TAR. 

(2) Fetch instruction corresponding to such address, and store 
it in branch instruction buffer. 

(3) Set C4 and C6 to1, and C2 and C3 to 0. 

Remarks 

D9 is a signed value whose lower 1 bit shall be 0. 
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Fig. 70A 

settar C6, C4, LO 

C4. A 
LO : 

(C3 B 
C2 C 
C6 jloop 

Fig.7OB 

C 6 Flag 
Instruction g C 

Fig.71 

int x100, y100); 

int func(int a, int b, int c) 
int i: 

for (i = 0; iC100; i++) { 
} yi) = a xi)+b+i: 

return t; 
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Fig. 73 

OW ré, 0 
ld r10, (gp, xS - . MN. gptop) 

TOW ra, 98 
settar C6, C4:C2, L00014 

r9, (gp, y$ - . MN. gptop) 
00014 //2cycle/iterartion 
C2 r5, r8, re. 

C4) r7, (r10+) 

(C2) at r0,re, 1 
C2 (r9+), r5 
C6) C6, tar, ra, -1 //00014 
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Fig.74 

1 byte 
<--> 

Ra a 1 a2 : a 3 a4 

\l Absolute value differences 

a 1-b1 a2-b2. a 3-b3 a4-b4 

Sal 
1 WOrd 

se-Go 

- 
1 WOrd 
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Fig. 77A 

Assembler 
satss RC,Ra,Rb Mnemonic 

tmp <- (sext(Ra31:31) & Rb)^ (Ra & Rb); 
Rc <- Ra; Behavior 
Rc <- Rb m (sext(Ra31:31)), if timp = 0x0000 0000); 

Fig. 77B 
Assembler 

o satsu Rc,Ra,Rb Mnemonic 

timp <- (Ra & Rb); 
Rc <- Ra; 

Rc <- (Rb)^ (sext(Ra31:31)), if tmpl= 0x0000 0000); 
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Fig.78 

One of One of One of One of 
Rc la Ma4, at Ma4, a Ma4, a Ma 4, 

b1Mb4 b1Mb4 b1 Mb4 b Mb4 
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Fig. 79A 
Assembler 

bytesel Rc,Ra, Rb,Rx Mnemonic 

Rc31:24) <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (Rx11:9) << 3)7:0; 
Rc123:16) <- (Ra:Rb) > (Rx(8: 6) < 3)(7-0); 
Rc15:8) <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (Rx 5: 3 - 3)7:0); 
Rc 7: 0 <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (Rx2: 0<< 3)7:0; 

Behavior 

Fig. 79B 
Byte data to be selected 

Select first byte (RaRb63:56) of Ra 
Select second (RaRb55:48) of Ra 
Select third byte (RaRb47:40) of Ra 
Select fourth byte (RaRb39:32) of Ra 
Select first byte (RaRb31:24) of Rb 
Select second (RaRb23:16) of Rb 
Select third byte (RaRb15:8) of Rb 
Select fourth byte (Ra:Rb7:0) of Rb 

Fig. 79C w 

CT seen o bytesel Rc,Ra,Rb,I12 Mnemonic 

Rc31:24) <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (1211:9) < 3)7:0; 
o Rc23:16) <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (I128: 6) < 3)(7:0; Behavior 

Ro15:8) <- (Ra:Rb) >>> (I12 5: 3) << 3)7:0; 
Rc 7: O<- (Ra:Rb) >>> (I122: 0 <3)7:0; 

Fig. 79D 
I12n+2:n Byte data to be selected 

Select first byte (Ra:Rb63:56) of Ra 
Select second byte (RaRb(55:48) of Ra 
Select third byte (RaRb47:40) of Ra 
Select fourth byte (Ra:Rb39:32) of Ra 
Select first byte (RaRb31:24) of Rb 
Select second byte (Ra-Rb(23:16) of Rb 
Select third byte (Ra:Rb15:8) of Rb 
Select fourth byte (Ra:Rb(7-0) of Rb 
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Fig.80A . Fig.80B 

1 half word 1 half WOrd 
-C-S- -C-Go 

Ra 16 bits ; 16 bits 16 bits ; 16 bits 

- 

Rb 16 bits 16 bits 

w 

Fig.81 
1 half Word 
-C-So 

16 bits ; 16 bits 
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Fig.82. 

1 half WOrd 

16 bits 1. 6 bi ts 
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PROCESSOR EXECUTING SIMD INSTRUCTIONS 

0001. This application is a divisional of application Ser. 
No. 10/668,358, filed Sep. 24, 2003. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 (1) Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a processor such as 
a DSP and a CPU, and more particularly to a processor 
Suitable for performing signal processing for Sounds, images 
and others. 

0004) (2) Description of the Related Art 
0005 With the development in multimedia technologies, 
processors are increasingly required to be capable of high 
speed media processing represented by Sound and image 
signal processing. As existing processors responding to Such 
requirement, there exist Pentium (R)/Pentium (R) III/Pen 
tium 4 (R) MMX/SSE/SSE2 and others produced by the 
Intel Corporation of the United States supporting SIMD 
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions. Of them, 
MMX, for example, is capable of performing the same 
operations in one instruction on a maximum of eight integers 
stored in a 64-bit MMX register. 
0006. However, there is a problem that such existing 
processors do not fully satisfy a wide range of requirements 
concerning media processing. 
0007 For example, although capable of operating on 
multiple data elements in a single instruction and comparing 
multiple data elements in a single instruction, the existing 
processors cannot evaluate the results of Such comparisons 
in a single instruction. For example, an existing processor is 
capable of comparing two data elements stored in 32-bit 
registers on a byte-by-byte basis, and setting comparison 
results to four flags. However, it cannot make a judgment on 
whether all values of these four flags are Zero or not in one 
instruction. For this reason, the processor needs to read out 
all four flags and execute more than one instruction for 
judging whether all Such values are Zero or not. This requires 
a plurality of instructions for evaluating results every time a 
comparison is made against another set of pixel values when 
four pixel values are used as a unit of comparison, resulting 
in an increased number of instructions and therefore a 
decreased speed of image processing. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The present invention has been conceived in view 
of the above problem, and it is an object of this invention to 
provide a processor capable of executing Sophisticated 
SIMD operations and a processor capable of high-speed 
digital signal processing Suited for multimedia purposes. 
0009. As is obvious from the above explanation, the 
processor according to the present invention is capable of 
executing a characteristic SIMD instruction for judging 
whether or not results of operations performed under a 
SIMD compare instruction are all Zero and setting such 
results to condition flags. This allows a faster extraction of 
results of SIMD compare instructions (especially, agree 
ment/disagreement of results), as well as a faster comparison 
processing to be performed on more than one pixel value as 
a processing unit and a faster detection of the EOF (End Of 
File) of a file. 
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0010 Moreover, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for storing, into a memory and the like, two pieces of byte 
data stored in one register (byte data stored in the higher 16 
bits and byte data stored in the lower 16 bits). This elimi 
nates the need for data type conversions when byte data is 
handled in 16-bit SIMD, making a speed of processing 
faster. 

0011 Furthermore, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for storing an immediate value into the higher 16 bits of a 
register without changing the lower 16 bits of the register. 
This instruction, when combined with Instruction “mov Rb, 
I16', makes it possible for a 32-bit immediate value to be set 
in a register. 
0012. Also, the processor according to the present inven 
tion is capable of executing a characteristic instruction for 
making a Switch of objects to be added, depending on the 
value of a vector condition flag. This makes it possible for 
a single program to Support half-pel motion compensation 
(motion compensation performed on a per-half-pixel basis) 
regardless of whether pixels are integer pixels or half pixels. 
0013 Moreover, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for generating a value depending on the sign (positive/ 
negative) of the value held in a register and whether a value 
held in a register is Zero or not. This makes inverse quan 
tization faster in image processing, since 1 is outputted when 
a certain value is positive, -1 when negative, and 0 when 0. 
0014 Furthermore, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for aligning word data and extracting different word data 
depending on a vector condition flag. This instruction makes 
it possible for a single program to Support half-pel motion 
compensation (motion compensation performed on a per 
half-pixel basis) regardless of whether pixels are integer 
pixels or half pixels. 
0015. Also, the processor according to the present inven 
tion is capable of executing a characteristic instruction for 
adding two values and further adding 1 when one of the two 
values is positive. This realizes a faster rounding of an 
absolute value in image processing. 
0016. Moreover, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for moving values held in arbitrary two registers to two 
consecutive registers. Since values held in independent two 
registers are moved in one cycle under this instruction, an 
effect of reducing the number of cycles in a loop can be 
achieved. Also, this instruction, which does not involve 
register renaming (destruction of a register value), is effec 
tive when data is moved between loop generations (itera 
tions). 
0017 Furthermore, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for performing branches and setting condition flags (predi 
cates, here) in a loop. This enables a loop to be executed 
faster by means of PROLOG/EPILOG removal software 
pipelining. 

0018. Also, the processor according to the present inven 
tion is capable of executing a characteristic instruction for 
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determining a sum of absolute value differences. This makes 
the speed faster for Summing up absolute value differences 
in motion prediction as part of image processing. 
0.019 Moreover, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for converting a signed value into a saturated signed value 
at an arbitrary position (digit). This facilitates programming 
since there is no need for setting a position where Saturation 
is performed to a specific position at the time of assembler 
programming. 

0020) Furthermore, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for selecting one of the values held in two registers on a 
word-by-word basis. This allows word data to be stored at an 
arbitrary position in a register, and therefore enables faster 
repetitions of data reshuffling. Moreover, this instruction has 
an effect of increasing the flexibility of SIMD operations. 
0021. Also, the processor according to the present inven 
tion is capable of executing a characteristic instruction for 
extending results of a SIMD operation. This allows process 
ing for making data size all the same by performing sign 
extension or Zero extension to be performed in one cycle, 
after performing the SIMD operations. 
0022. Moreover, the processor according to the present 
invention is capable of executing a characteristic instruction 
for executing SIMD operations specified by condition flags 
and the like. This makes it possible for a single program to 
perform Such dynamic processing as one in which the types 
of operations to be performed are determined depending on 
results of other processing. 
0023. As described above, the processor according to the 
present invention is capable of performing Sophisticated 
SIMD operations and a wide range of digital signal process 
ing required for multimedia processing at a high speed, and 
is capable of being employed as a core processor to be 
commonly used in mobile phone, mobile AV device, digital 
television, DVD and other devices, the processor according 
to the present invention is extremely useful in the present 
age in which the advent of high-performance and cost 
effective multimedia apparatuses is desired. 
0024 Note that it possible to embody the present inven 
tion not only as a processor executing the above-mentioned 
characteristic instructions, but also as an operation process 
ing method intended for a plurality of data elements and the 
like, and as a program including Such characteristic instruc 
tions. Also, it should be understood that Such a program can 
be distributed via a recording medium including a CD-ROM 
and the like as well as via a transmission medium including 
the internet and the like. 

0.025 For further information about the technical back 
ground to this application, Japanese patent application No. 
2002-280077 filed Sep. 25, 2002, is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0026. These and other subjects, advantages and features 
of the invention will become apparent from the following 
description thereof taken in conjunction with the accompa 
nying drawings that illustrate a specific embodiment of the 
invention. In the Drawings: 
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0027 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing a 
processor according to the present invention. 
0028 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing arithmetic 
and logic/comparison operation units of the processor. 
0029 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of a barrel shifter of the processor. 
0030 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of a converter of the processor. 
0031 FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of a divider of the processor. 
0032 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of a multiplication/sum of products operation unit of the 
processor. 

0033 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a configuration 
of an instruction control unit of the processor. 
0034 FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a configuration of 
general-purpose registers (R0-R31) of the processor. 
0035 FIG. 9 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
link register (LR) of the processor. 
0036 FIG. 10 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
branch register (TAR) of the processor. 
0037 FIG. 11 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
program status register (PSR) of the processor. 
0038 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
condition flag register (CFR) of the processor. 
0039 FIGS. 13A and 13B are diagrams showing con 
figurations of accumulators (M0, M1) of the processor. 
0040 FIG. 14 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
program counter (PC) of the processor. 
0041 FIG. 15 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
PC save register (IPC) of the processor. 
0042 FIG. 16 is a diagram showing a configuration of a 
PSR save register (IPSR) of the processor. 
0043 FIG. 17 is a timing diagram showing a pipeline 
behavior of the processor. 
0044 FIG. 18 is a timing diagram showing each stage of 
the pipeline behavior of the processor at the time of execut 
ing an instruction. 
0045 FIG. 19 is a diagram showing a parallel behavior of 
the processor. 
0046 FIG. 20 is a diagram showing format of instruc 
tions executed by the processor. 
0047 FIG. 21 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “ALUadd (addition) system)”. 
0048 FIG. 22 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “ALUSub (Subtraction) system)'. 
0049 FIG. 23 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “ALUlogic (logical operation) sys 
tem and others'. 

0050 FIG. 24 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “CMP (comparison operation) sys 
ten. 
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0051 FIG. 25 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category "mul (multiplication) system'. 
0.052 FIG. 26 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “mac (Sum of products operation) 
system'. 
0053 FIG. 27 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category "msu (difference of products) sys 
ten. 

0054 FIG. 28 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “MEMId (load from memory) 
system'. 
0.055 FIG. 29 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category "MEMstore (store in memory) 
system'. 

0056 FIG. 30 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “BRA (branch) system'. 
0057 FIG. 31 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “BSasl (arithmetic barrel shift) 
system and others'. 
0.058 FIG. 32 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “BSlsr (logical barrel shift) system 
and others’. 

0059 FIG. 33 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “CNV valin (arithmetic conversion) 
system'. 

0060 FIG. 34 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category "CNV (general conversion) sys 
ten. 

0061 FIG. 35 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category "SATvlpk (Saturation processing) 
system'. 
0062 FIG. 36 is a diagram explaining an instruction 
belonging to a category “ETC (et cetera) system'. 
0063 FIG. 37 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “vcchk’. 
0064 FIG. 38 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “vcchk”. 
0065 FIG. 39 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “stbh (Ra).Rb'. 
0.066 FIG. 40 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “stbh (Ra).Rb'. 
0067 FIG. 41 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “stbhp (Ra).Rb: 
Rb+1. 

0068 FIG. 42 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “stbhp (Ra).Rb: Rb+1. 
0069 FIG. 43 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “sethi Ra.I16”. 
0070 FIG. 44 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “sethi Ra.I16”. 
0071 FIG. 45 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “vaddhvc Rc. Ra, Rb'. 
0072 FIG. 46 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “vaddhvc Rc, Ra, Rb'. 
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0073 FIG. 47 is a diagram explaining motion estimation 
in image processing. 
0074 FIG. 48 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “vaddrhvc Rc. Ra, Rb'. 
0075 FIG. 49 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “vaddrhvc Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0076 FIG. 50 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “vsgnh Ra.Rb'. 
0077 FIG. 51 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “vsgnh Ra.Rb'. 
0078 FIG. 52 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “valnvc1 Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0079 FIG. 53 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “valnvc1 Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0080 FIG. 54 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “valnvc2 Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0081 FIG. 55 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “valnvc3 Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0082 FIG. 56 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “valnvc4 Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0.083 FIG. 57 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “addarvw Rc.Rb, Ra'. 
0084 FIG. 58 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “addarvw Rc.Rb, Ra'. 
0085 FIG. 59 is a diagram showing a behavior when 
performing "rounding of absolute values (away from Zero). 
0086 FIG. 60 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “movp Ric: Ric--1.Ra, 
Rb. 

0087 FIG. 61 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “movp Rc: Rc+1.Ra, Rb'. 
0088 FIG. 62 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction loop C6.Cm.TAR,Ra'. 
0089 FIG. 63 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “settar C6.Cm.D9 . 
0090 FIG. 64 is a diagram showing PROLOG/EPILOG 
removal 2-stage Software pipelining. 
0091 FIG. 65 is a diagram showing a list of a source 
program written in the C language. 
0092 FIG. 66 is a diagram showing an example machine 
language program created using ordinary instructions 
“loop' and “settar”. 
0093 FIG. 67 is a diagram showing an example machine 
language program created using Instructions loop' and 
“settar according to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0094 FIG. 68 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction loop C6,C2: C4.TAR.Ra'. 
0095 FIG. 69 is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “settar C6,C2: C4.D9. 
0.096 FIGS. 70A and 70B are diagrams showing PRO 
LOG/EPILOG removal 3-stage software pipelining. 
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0097 FIG. 71 is a diagram showing a list of a source 
program written in the C language. 
0.098 FIG.72 is a diagram showing an example machine 
language program created using ordinary instructions 
“loop” and “settar”. 
0099 FIG. 73 is a diagram showing an example machine 
language program created using Instructions loop' and 
“settar according to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0100 FIG. 74 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “vsada Rc.Ra.Rb.Rx'. 
0101 FIG. 75A is a diagram showing Instruction “vsada 
Rc.Ra.Rb.RX', and 
0102 FIG. 75B is a diagram showing Instruction “vsada 
Rc,RaRb". 

0103 FIG. 76 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “satss Rc.Ra.Rb'. 
0104 FIG. 77A is a diagram showing Instruction “satss 
Rc,Ra,Rb” and 
0105 FIG. 77B is a diagram showing Instruction “satsu 
Rc,RaRb". 
0106 FIG. 78 is a diagram showing a behavior of the 
processor when executing Instruction “bytesel Rc.Ra.Rb, 
RX. 

0107 FIG. 79A is a diagram showing a detailed behavior 
when executing Instruction “bytesel Rc.Ra.Rb.Rx. 
0108 FIG. 79B is a diagram showing a relationship 
between the register Rx and byte data to be selected, FIG. 
79C is a diagram showing a detailed behavior when execut 
ing Instruction “bytesel Rc.Ra, Rb, I12, and FIG. 79D is a 
diagram showing a relationship between an immediate value 
I12 and byte data to be selected. 
0109 FIGS. 80A and 80B are diagrams showing a part of 
SIMD operation results being performed of bit extension 
(sign-extension or Zero-extension). 
0110 FIG. 81 is a diagram showing all of SIMD opera 
tion results being performed of bit-extension. 
0111 FIG. 82 is a diagram showing a SIMD operation 
specified by condition flags and the like being performed. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0112 An explanation is given for the architecture of the 
processor according to the present invention. The processor 
of the present invention is a general-purpose processor 
which has been developed targeting at the field of AV media 
signal processing technology, and instructions issued in this 
processor offer a higher degree of parallelism than ordinary 
microcomputers. Used as a core common to mobile phones, 
mobile AV devices, digital televisions, DVDs and other 
devices, the processor can improve software usability. Fur 
thermore, the present processor allows multiple high-per 
formance media processes to be performed with high cost 
effectiveness, and provides a development environment for 
high-level languages intended for improving development 
efficiency. 
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0113 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing the 
present processor. The processor 1 is comprised of an 
instruction control unit 10, a decoding unit 20, a register file 
30, an operation unit 40, an I/F unit 50, an instruction 
memory unit 60, a data memory unit 70, an extended register 
unit 80, and an I/O interface unit 90. The operation unit 40 
includes arithmetic and logic/comparison operation units 
41-43, a multiplication/sum of products operation unit 44, a 
barrel shifter 45, a divider 46, and a converter 47 for 
performing SIMD instructions. The multiplication/sum of 
products operation unit 44 is capable of handling maximum 
of 65-bit accumulation so as not to decrease bit precision. 
The multiplication/Sum of products operation unit 44 is also 
capable of executing SIMD instructions as in the case of the 
arithmetic and logic/comparison operation units 41-43. Fur 
thermore, the processor 1 is capable of parallel execution of 
an arithmetic and logic/comparison operation instruction on 
a maximum of three data elements. 

0114 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the arith 
metic and logic/comparison operation units 41-43. Each of 
the arithmetic and logic/comparison operation units 41-43 is 
made up of an ALU unit 41a, a Saturation processing unit 
41b, and a flag unit 41c. The ALU unit 41a includes an 
arithmetic operation unit, a logical operation unit, a com 
parator, and a TST. The bit widths of operation data to be 
supported are 8 bits (use four operation units in parallel), 16 
bits (use two operation units in parallel) and 32 bits (process 
32-bit data using all operation units). For a result of an 
arithmetic operation, the flag unit 41c and the like detects an 
overflow and generates a condition flag. For a result of each 
of the operation units, the comparator and the TST, an 
arithmetic shift right, Saturation by the Saturation processing 
unit 41b, the detection of maximum/minimum values, abso 
lute value generation processing are performed. 
0115 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of the barrel shifter 45. The barrel shifter 45, which is 
made up of selectors 45a and 45b, a higher bit shifter 45c. 
a lower bit shifter 45d., and a saturation processing unit 45e, 
executes an arithmetic shift of data (shift in the 2's comple 
ment number system) or a logical shift of data (unsigned 
shift). Usually, 32-bit or 64-bit data are inputted to and 
outputted from the barrel shifter 45. The amount of shift of 
target data stored in the registers 30a and 30b are specified 
by another register or according to its immediate value. An 
arithmetic or logical shift in the range of left 63 bits and right 
63 bits is performed for the data, which is then outputted in 
an input bit length. 
0.116) The barrel shifter 45 is capable of shifting 8-, 16 
32-, and 64-bit data in response to a SIMD instruction. For 
example, the barrel shifter 45 can shift four pieces of 8-bit 
data in parallel. 
0.117 Arithmetic shift, which is a shift in the 2s comple 
ment number system, is performed for aligning decimal 
points at the time of addition and Subtraction, for multiply 
ing a power of 2 (2, the 2" power of 2, the -15' power of 2) 
and other purposes. 
0118 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of the converter 47. The converter 47 is made up of a 
saturation block (SAT) 47a, a BSEQ block 47b, an 
MSKGEN block 47c, a VSUMB block 47d, a BCNT block 
47e, and an IL block 47f. 
0119) The saturation block (SAT) 47a performs satura 
tion processing for input data. Having two blocks for the 
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saturation processing of 32-bit data makes it possible to 
support a SIMD instruction executed for two data elements 
in parallel. 

0120) The BSEQ block 47b counts consecutive 0s or 1s 
from the MSB. 

0121 The MSKGEN block 47c outputs a specified bit 
segment as 1, while outputting the others as 0. 
0122) The VSUMB block 47d divides the input data into 
specified bit widths, and outputs their total sum. 
0123. The BCNT block 47e counts the number of bits in 
the input data specified as 1. 
0.124. The IL block 47fdivides the input data into speci 
fied bit widths, and outputs a value which resulted from 
exchanging the position of each data block. 
0125 FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of the divider 46. Letting a dividend be 64 bits and a 
divisor be 32 bits, the divider 46 outputs 32 bits as a quotient 
and a modulo, respectively. 34 cycles are involved for 
obtaining a quotient and a modulo. The divider 46 can 
handle both singed and unsigned data. Note, however, that 
an identical setting is made concerning the presence/absence 
of signs of data serving as a dividend and a divisor. Also, the 
divider 46 has the capability of outputting an overflow flag, 
and a 0 division flag. 
0126 FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of the multiplication/sum of products operation unit 44. 
The multiplication/sum of products operation unit 44, which 
is made up of two 32-bit multipliers (MUL) 44a and 44b, 
three 64-bit adders (Adder) 44c-44e, a selector 44f and a 
saturation processing unit (Saturation) 44g, performs the 
following multiplications and Sums of products: 
0127 32x32-bit signed multiplication, sum of products, 
and difference of products; 
0128 32x32-bit unsigned multiplication; 
012.9 16x16-bit signed multiplication, sum of products, 
and difference of products performed on two data elements 
in parallel; and 
0130 32x16-bitt signed multiplication, sum of products, 
and difference of products performed on two data elements 
in parallel; 
0131 The above operations are performed on data in 
integer and fixed point format (h1, h2, will, and w2). Also, the 
results of these operations are rounded and Saturated. 
0132 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing the configura 
tion of the instruction control unit 10. The instruction control 

Register name 

RO-R31 

TAR 

LR 
SVR 
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unit 10, which is made up of an instruction cache 10a, an 
address management unit 10b, instruction buffers 10c-10e, 
a jump buffer 10? and a rotation unit (rotation) 10g, issues 
instructions at ordinary times and at branch points. Having 
three 128-bit instruction buffers (the instruction buffers 
10c-10e) makes it possible to support the maximum number 
of parallel instruction execution. Regarding branch process 
ing, the instruction control unit 10 stores in advance a branch 
target instruction into the jump buffer 10f and stores a branch 
target address into the below-described TAR register before 
performing a branch (settar instruction). Thus, the instruc 
tion control unit 10 performs the branch using the branch 
target address stored in the TAR register and the branch 
target instruction stored in the jump buffer 10f. 
0.133 Note that the processor 1 is a processor employing 
the VLIW architecture. The VLIW architecture is an archi 
tecture allowing a plurality of instructions (e.g. load, Store, 
operation, and branch) to be stored in a single instruction 
word, and Such instructions are to be executed all at once. By 
programmers describing a set of instructions which can be 
executed in parallel as a single issue group, it is possible for 
Such issue group to be processed in parallel. In this speci 
fication, the delimiter of an issue group is indicated by "; 
Notational examples are described below. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

0134) mov r1, 0x23; 
0.135 This instruction description indicates that only an 
instruction “mov' shall be executed. 

EXAMPLE 2 

0.136 mov r1, 0x38 
0.137 add ro, r1, r2 
0138 sub r3, r1, r2: 
0.139. These instruction descriptions indicate that three 
instructions of “mov”, “add” and “sub’ shall be executed in 
parallel. 

0140. The instruction control unit 10 identifies an issue 
group and sends it to the decoding unit 20. The decoding unit 
20 decodes the instructions in the issue group, and controls 
resources required for executing Such instructions. 

0.141 Next, an explanation is given for registers included 
in the processor 1. 

0.142 Table 1 below lists a set of registers of the proces 
sor 1. 

TABLE 1. 

Bit width No. of registers Usage 

32 bits 32 General-purpose registers. Used as data 
memory pointer, data storage and the like 
when operation instruction is executed. 

32 bits 1 Branch register. Used as branch address 
storage at branch point. 

32 bits 1 Link register. 
16 bits 2 Save register. Used for saving condition flag 

(CFR) and various modes. 
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TABLE 1-continued 

Register name Bit width No. of registers Usage 

64 bits 2 

0143 Table 2 below lists a set of flags (flags managed in 
a condition flag register and the like described later) of the 
processor 1. 

TABLE 2 

Flag Bit No. of 
l8le width flags Usage 

CO-C7 1 8 Condition flags. Indicate if condition is 
established or not. 

WCO-VC3 1 4 Condition flags for media processing 
extension instruction. Indicate if condition is 
established or not. 

OVS 1 1 Overflow flag. Detects overflow at the time 
of operation. 

CAS 1 1 Carry flag. Detects carry at the time of 
operation. 

BPO 5 1 Specifies bit position. Specifies bit positions 
to be processed when mask processing 
instruction is executed. 

ALN 2 1 Specified byte alignment. 
FXP 1 1 Fixed point operation mode. 
UDR 32 1 Undefined register. 

014.4 FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
the general-purpose registers (R0-R31) 30a. The general 
purpose registers (R0-R31) 30a are a group of 32-bit 
registers that constitute an integral part of the context of a 
task to be executed and that store data or addresses. Note that 
the general-purpose registers R30 and R31 are used by 
hardware as a global pointer and a stack pointer, respec 
tively. 

0145 FIG. 9 is a diagram showing the configuration of a 
link register (LR) 30c. In connection with this link register 
(LR) 30c, the processor 1 also has a save register (SVR) not 
illustrated in the diagram. The link register (LR) 30c is a 
32-bit register for storing a return address at the time of a 
function call. Note that the save register (SVR) is a 16-bit 
register for saving a condition flag (CFR.CF) of the condi 
tion flag register at the time of a function call. The link 
register (LR) 30c is used also for the purpose of increasing 
the speed of loops, as in the case of a branch register (TAR) 
to be explained later. 0 is always read out as the lower 1 bit, 
but 0 must be written at the time of writing. 

0146 For example, when “call (brl, jmpl)” instructions 
are executed, the processor 1 saves a return address in the 
link register (LR) 30c and saves a condition flag (CFR.CF) 
in the save register (SVR). When imp” instruction is 
executed, the processor 1 fetches the return address (branch 
target address) from the link register (LR) 30c, and restores 
a program counter (PC). Furthermore, when “ret (impr) 
instruction is executed, the processor 1 fetches the branch 
target address (return address) from the link register (LR) 
30c, and stores (restores) it in/to the program counter (PC). 
Moreover, the processor 1 fetches the condition flag from the 
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Operation registers. Used as data storage 
when operation instruction is executed. 

save register (SVR) so as to store (restore) it in/to a 
condition flag area CFR.CF in the condition flag register 
(CFR) 32. 
0147 FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
the branch register (TAR) 30d. The branch register (TAR) 
30d is a 32-bit register for storing a branch target address, 
and is used mainly for the purpose of increasing the speed 
of loops. 0 is always read out as the lower 1 bit, but 0 must 
be written at the time of writing. 
0.148. For example, when imp’ and loop” instructions 
are executed, the processor 1 fetches a branch target address 
from the branch register (TAR) 30d, and stores it in the 
program counter (PC). When the instruction indicated by the 
address stored in the branch register (TAR) 30d is stored in 
a branch instruction buffer, a branch penalty will be 0. An 
increased loop speed can be achieved by storing the top 
address of a loop in the branch register (TAR) 30d. 
0.149 FIG. 11 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
a program status register (PSR) 31. The program status 
register (PSR) 31, which constitutes an integral part of the 
context of a task to be executed, is a 32-bit register for 
storing the following processor status information: 
0150 Bit SWE: indicates whether the switching of VMP 
(Virtual Multi-Processor) to LP (Logical Processor) is 
enabled or disabled. “O'” indicates that switching to LP is 
disabled and “1” indicates that switching to LP is enabled. 
0151. Bit FXP: indicates a fixed point mode. “0” indi 
cates the mode o and “1” indicates the mode 1. 

0152 Bit IH: is an interrupt processing flag indicating 
that maskable interrupt processing is ongoing or not. “1” 
indicates that there is an ongoing interrupt processing and 
“0” indicates that there is no ongoing interrupt processing. 
This flag is automatically set on the occurrence of an 
interrupt. This flag is used to make a distinction of whether 
interrupt processing or program processing is taking place at 
a point in the program to which the processor returns in 
response to “rti' instruction. 
0153. Bit EH: is a flag indicating that an error or an NMI 

is being processed or not. “O'” indicates that error/NMI 
interrupt processing is not ongoing and “1” indicates that 
error/NMI interrupt processing is ongoing. This flag is 
masked if an asynchronous error or an NMI occurs when 
EH=1. Meanwhile, when VMP is enabled, plate switching of 
VMP is masked. 

0154 Bit PL 1:0: indicates a privilege level. “00 
indicates the privilege level 0, i.e., the processor abstraction 
level, "01" indicates the privilege level 1 (non-settable), 
“10” indicates the privilege level 2, i.e., the system program 
level, and “11” indicates the privilege level 3, i.e., the user 
program level. 
O155 Bit LPIE3: indicates whether LP-specific interrupt 
3 is enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that an interrupt is 
enabled and “O'” indicates that an interrupt is disabled. 
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0156 Bit LPIE2: indicates whether LP-specific interrupt 
2 is enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that an interrupt is 
enabled and “O'” indicates that an interrupt is disabled. 
0157 Bit LPIE1: indicates whether LP-specific interrupt 
1 is enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that an interrupt is 
enabled and “O'” indicates that an interrupt is disabled. 
0158 Bit LPIE0: indicates whether LP-specific interrupt 
0 is enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that an interrupt is 
enabled and “O'” indicates that an interrupt is disabled. 
0159 Bit AEE: indicates whether a misalignment excep 
tion is enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that a misalignment 
exception is enabled and “O'” indicates that a misalignment 
exception is disabled. 

0160 Bit IE: indicates whether a level interrupt is 
enabled or disabled. “1” indicates that a level interrupt is 
enabled and “O'” indicates a level interrupt is disabled. 

0161 Bit IM 7:0: indicates an interrupt mask, and 
ranges from levels 0-7, each being able to be masked at its 
own level. Level 0 is the highest level. Of interrupt requests 
which are not masked by any IMs, only the interrupt request 
with the highest level is accepted by the processor 1. When 
an interrupt request is accepted, levels below the accepted 
level are automatically masked by hardware. IMO denotes 
a mask of level 0. IM1 a mask of level 1, IM2 a mask of 
level 2, IM3 a mask of level 3, IM4 a mask of level 4, 
IMI5) a mask of level 5, IMI6 a mask of level 6, and IM7 
a mask of level 7. reserved: indicates a reserved bit. 0 is 
always read out. 0 must be written at the time of writing. 
0162 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
the condition flag register (CFR) 32. The condition flag 
register (CFR) 32, which constitutes an integral part of the 
context of a task to be executed, is a 32-bit register made up 
of condition flags, operation flags, vector condition flags, an 
operation instruction bit position specification field, and a 
SIMD data alignment information field. 

0163 Bit ALN 1:0: indicates an alignment mode. An 
alignment mode of “valnvc' instruction is set. 

0164 Bit BPO4:0: indicates a bit position. It is used in 
an instruction that requires a bit position specification. 

0165 Bit VC0-VC3:... are vector condition flags. Starting 
from a byte on the LSB side or a half word through to the 
MSB side, each corresponds to a flag ranging from VC0 
through to VC3. 

0166 Bit OVS: is an overflow flag (summary). It is set on 
the detection of saturation and overflow. If not detected, a 
value before the instruction is executed is retained. Clearing 
of this flag needs to be carried out by software. 
0167 Bit CAS: is a carry flag (summary). It is set when 
a carry occurs under “addic' instruction, or when a borrow 
occurs under “subc' instruction. If there is no occurrence of 
a carry under “addic' instruction, or a borrow under “subc' 
instruction, a value before the instruction is executed is 
retained. Clearing of this flag needs to be carried out by 
software. 

0168 Bit CO-C7: are condition flags. The value of the 
flag C7 is always 1. A reflection of a FALSE condition 
(writing of 0) made to the flag C7 is ignored. 
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0.169 reserved: indicates a reserved bit. 0 is always read 
out. 0 must be written at the time of writing. 
0170 FIGS. 13A and 13B are diagrams showing the 
configurations of accumulators (M0, M1) 30b. Such accu 
mulators (M0, M1) 30b, which constitute an integral part of 
the context of a task to be executed, are made up of a 32-bit 
register MH0-MH1 (register for multiply and divide? sum of 
products (the higher 32 bits)) shown in FIG. 13A and a 
32-bit register MLO-ML1 (register for multiply and divide/ 
sum of products (the lower 32 bits)) shown in FIG. 13B. 
0171 The register MHO-MH1 is used for storing the 
higher 32 bits of operation results at the time of a multiply 
instruction, while used as the higher 32 bits of the accumu 
lators at the time of a sum of products instruction. Moreover, 
the register MHO-MH1 can be used in combination with the 
general-purpose registers in the case where a bit stream is 
handled. Meanwhile, the register MLO-MIL1 is used for 
storing the lower 32 bits of operation results at the time of 
a multiply instruction, while used as the lower 32 bits of the 
accumulators at the time of a sum of products instruction. 
0172 FIG. 14 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
a program counter (PC) 33. This program counter (PC) 33, 
which constitutes an integral part of the context of a task to 
be executed, is a 32-bit counter that holds the address of an 
instruction being executed. 
0173 FIG. 15 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
a PC save register (IPC) 34. This PC save register (IPC) 34, 
which constitutes an integral part of the context of a task to 
be executed is a 32-bit register. 
0.174 FIG. 16 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
a PSR save register (IPSR) 35. This PSR save register 
(IPSR) 35, which constitutes an integral part of the context 
of a task to be executed, is a 32-bit register for saving the 
program status register (PSR) 31. 0 is always read out as a 
part corresponding to a reserved bit, but 0 must be written 
at the time of writing. 
0.175. Next, an explanation is given for the memory space 
of the processor 1. In the processor 1, a linear memory space 
with a capacity of 4GB is divided into 32 segments, and an 
instruction SRAM (Static RAM) and a data SRAM are 
allocated to 128-MB segments. With a 128-MB segment 
serving as one block, a target block to be accessed is set in 
a SAR (SRAM Area Register). A direct access is made to the 
instruction SRAM/data SRAM when the accessed address is 
a segment set in the SAR, but an access request shall be 
issued to a bus controller (BCU) when such address is not a 
segment set in the SAR. An on chip memory (OCM), an 
external memory, an external device, an I/O port and others 
are connected to the BUC. Data reading/writing from and to 
these devices is possible. 
0176 FIG. 17 is a timing diagram showing the pipeline 
behavior of the processor 1. As illustrated in the diagram, the 
pipeline of the processor 1 basically consists of the follow 
ing five stages: instruction fetch; instruction assignment 
(dispatch); decode; execution; and writing. 
0.177 FIG. 18 is a timing diagram showing each stage of 
the pipeline behavior of the processor 1 at the time of 
executing an instruction. In the instruction fetch stage, an 
access is made to an instruction memory which is indicated 
by an address specified by the program counter (PC) 33, and 
the instruction is transferred to the instruction buffers 
10c-10e and the like. In the instruction assignment stage, 
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the output of branch target address information in response 
to a branch instruction, the output of an input register control 
signal, the assignment of a variable length instruction are 
carried out, which is followed by the transfer of the instruc 
tion to an instruction register (IR). In the decode stage, the 
IR is inputted to the decoding unit 20, and an operation unit 
control signal and a memory access signal are outputted. In 
the execution stage, an operation is executed and the result 
of the operation is outputted either to the data memory or the 
general-purpose registers (R0-R31) 30a. In the writing 
stage, a value obtained as a result of data transfer, and the 
operation results are stored in the general-purpose registers. 
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0.178 The VLIW architecture of the processor 1 allows 
parallel execution of the above processing on a maximum of 
three data elements. Therefore, the processor 1 performs the 
behavior shown in FIG. 18 in parallel at the timing shown 
in FIG. 19. 

0.179 Next, an explanation is given for a set of instruc 
tions executed by the processor 1 with the above configu 
ration. 

0180 Tables 3-5 list categorized instructions to be 
executed by the processor 1. 

TABLE 3 

Category Operation unit Instruction operation code 

Memory transfer M ld, loh, lahu, ldb, lobu, ldp, lodhp, ldbp, ldbh, 
instruction (load) ldbuh, ldbhp, lobuhp 
Memory transfer M st, Sth, stb, stp, sthp, stbp, stbh, Stbhp 
instruction (store) 
Memory transfer M dpref, ldstb 
instruction (others) 
External register M rd, rode, wit, wte 
transfer instruction 
Branch instruction B br, bril, call, imp, impl, impr, ret, impf, loop, 

setbb, setlir, settar 
Software interrupt B rti, piO, piOl, pil, pill, pi2, pi2l, pi3, pi31, pi4, 
instruction pi41, pi5, pi51, pió, piól, pit, pit, scO, Sc1, Sc2, 

Sc3, Sc4, scS, Sc6, Sc7 
VMP/interrupt B intol, inte, Vmpsleep, Vmpsus, VmpSwd, Vmpswe, 
control instruction Vmpwait 
Arithmetic operation A. abs, absvh, absVW, add, addarvw, addic, addmsk, 
instruction adds, addsr, addu, addvh, addvw, neg, 

negvh, negvw, rSub, S1 add, s2add, Sub, 
Subc, Submsk, Subs, Subvh, Subww, max, 
min 

Logical operation A. and, andn, or, Sethi, Xor, not 
instruction 
Compare instruction A. cmpCC, cmpCCa, cmpCCn, cmpCCo, tstn, 

tistina, tstnin, tistino, tStz, tStza, tStzin, tStzo 
Move instruction A. mov, movcf. mvclcas, mV.clovs, setlo, Vcchk 
NOP instruction A. nop 
Shift instruction1 S1 asl, aslvh, aslvw, asr, asrvh, asrvw, Isl, Isr, 

rol, ror 
Shift instruction2 S2 asp, aslpww, asrp, asrpVw, Islp, Isrp 

0181 

TABLE 4 

Category Operation unit Instruction operation code 

Extraction instruction S2 ext, extb, extbu, exth, exthu, extr, extru, extu 
Mask instruction C msk, mskgen 
Saturation C Sat12, sat, Satb, Satbu, Sath, Satw 
instruction 
Conversion C valn, waln1, valn2, waln3, valnvc1, valnvc2, 
instruction valnvc3, walnvc4, whipkb, whipkh, whunpkb, 

whunpkh, vintlhb, vintlhh, vintlb., vintlh, 
vlpkb, vlpkbu, Vlpkh, Vlpkhu, vlunpkb, 
vlunpkbu, vlunpkh, Vlunpkhu, vstovb, vstovh, 
Vunpk1, Vunpk2, VXchingh, Vexth 

Bit count instruction C bcnt1, bseq, bseq0, bseq1 
Others C byterev, extw, mskbrvb, mskbrvh, rndvh, 

movp 
Multiply instruction1 X1 fmulhh, fmulhhr, fimulhw, fmulhww.hmul, 

mul 
Multiply instruction2 X2 fmulww, mul, mulu 
Sum of products X1 fmachh, fmachhr, fmachw, fimachww.hmac, 
instruction1 lmac 
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TABLE 4-continued 
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Category Operation unit Instruction operation code 

Sum of products X2 fmacww, mac 
instruction2 
Difference of X1 fmsuhh, fmsuhhr, fmsuhw, finsuww, himsu, 
products instruction1 lmsu 
Difference of X2 fmSuww, misu 
products instruction2 
Divide instruction DIV div, divu 
Debugger instruction DBGM dbgm0, dbgm1, dbgm2, dbgm3 

0182 

TABLE 5 

Category Operation unit Instruction operation code 

SIMD arithmetic A. wabshwh, waddb, waddh, waddhvc, waddhwh, 
operation instruction waddrhvc, waddsb, waddsh, waddsrb, waddsrh, 

vasubb, wcchk, vhaddh, whaddhvh, 
whSubh, whSubhwh, vladdh, vladdhvh, visubh, 
visubhwh, Vinegb, Vinegh, Vineghvh, VSaddb, 
vSaddh, vsgnh, VSr.Subb, VSrSubh, VSSubb, 
vSSubh, vSubb, wSubh, vSubhwh, vsubsh, 
vSumh, VSumh2, VSumrh2, VXaddh, 
vXaddhvh, vXSubh, VXSubhvh, 
Vmaxb, Vmaxh, Viminb, Vminh, Vmovt, vsel 

SIMD compare A. vcmpeqb, vicmpeqh, vicmpgeb, Vcmpgeh, 
instruction vcmpgtb, wcmpgth, vicmpleb, Vcmpleh, vicmpltb, 

vcmplth, wcmpneb, wcmpneh, 
vScmpeqb, VScmpeqh, VScmpgeb, VScimpgeh, 
vScmpgtb, VScmpgth, VScmpleb, VScmpleh, 
vScmpltb, VScmplth, VScmpneb, VScmpneh 

SIMD shift S1 vasib, Vash, Vasilvh, vaSrb, vaSrh, vaSrvh, 
instruction1 visib, vlsh, vlsrb, vlsrh., vrolb, vrolh, wrorb, 

wOl 

SIMD shift S2 vas, Vasilvw, vasr, vaSrvw, vls, vlsr 
instruction2 
SIMD saturation C vsath, vsath 12, vsath8, vsath8u, vsath9 
instruction 
Other SIMD C vabssumb, vrndvh 
instruction 
SIMD multiply X2 wfmulh, wfmulhr, wfmulw, vhfmulh, vhfmulhr, 
instruction vhfmulw, whmul, vlfmulh, vlfmulhr, vlfimulw, 

vlmul, Vmul, vpfmulhww, vXfmulh, 
vXfmulhr, VXfmulw, vXmul 

SIMD Sum of X2 Vfmach, Vfmachir, Vfmacw, vhfmach, vhfmachir, 
products instruction vhfmacw, whmac, Vlfmach, Vlfmachir, 

vlfmacw, vlmac, Vmac, vpfmachww, VXfmach, 
VXfmachir, VXfmacw, VXmac 

SIMD difference of X2 Vfmsuh, Vfmsuw, vhfmsuh, vhfmsuw, whimsu, 
products instruction vlfmsuh, Vlfmsuw, Vlmsu, Vmsu, VXfmsuh, 

0183) Note that “Operation units” in the above tables 
refer to operation units used in the respective instructions. 
More specifically, “A” denotes ALU instruction, “B” branch 
instruction, “C” conversion instruction, “DIV' divide 
instruction, “DBGM' debug instruction, “M” memory 
access instruction, “S1’ and “S2’ shift instruction, and "X1 
and “X2 multiply instruction. 
0184 FIG. 20 is a diagram showing the format of the 
instructions executed by the processor 1. 
0185. The following describes what acronyms stand for 
in the diagrams: “P” is predicate (execution condition: one 
of the eight condition flags CO-C7 is specified); "OP” is 
operation code field; “R” is register field; “I” is immediate 
field; and “D” is displacement field. Furthermore, predi 

cates, which are flags for controlling whether or not an 
instruction is executed based on values of the condition flags 
C0-C7, serve as a technique that allows instructions to be 
selectively executed without using a branch instruction and 
therefore that accelerates the speed of processing. 
0186 FIGS. 21-36 are diagrams explaining outlined 
functionality of the instructions executed by the processor 1. 
More specifically, FIG. 21 explains an instruction belonging 
to the category “ALUadd (addition) system)''': FIG. 22 
explains an instruction belonging to the category “ALUsub 
(subtraction) system): FIG. 23 explains an instruction 
belonging to the category “ALUlogic (logical operation) 
system and others'; FIG. 24 explains an instruction belong 
ing to the category “CMP (comparison operation) system': 
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FIG. 25 explains an instruction belonging to the category 
“mul (multiplication) system: FIG. 26 explains an instruc 
tion belonging to the category “mac (Sum of products 

TABLE 6-continued 

operation) system: FIG. 27 explains an instruction belong- Symbol Meaning 
ing to the category "msu (difference of products) system': 
FIG. 28 explains an instruction belonging to the category result = S: 
“MEMId (load from memory) system: FIG. 29 explains an ity is: . Y. . 
instruction belonging to the category “MEMstore (store in sizX,Y) x &Y to 
memory) system: FIG. 30 explains an instruction belonging tstn(X,Y) X&Y = O 
to the category “BRA (branch) system: FIG. 31 explains an 
instruction belonging to the category "BSasl (arithmetic 
barrel shift) system and others'; FIG. 32 explains an instruc- 0189) 
tion belonging to the category “BSlsr (logical barrel shift) 
system and others'; FIG.33 explains an instruction belong- TABLE 7 
ing to the category “CNVvaln (arithmetic conversion) sys- Symbol Meani 
tem: FIG. 34 explains an instruction belonging to the ymbo eaning 
category “CNV (general conversion) system'; FIG. 35 Rysio NE 0. Po) 
explains an instruction belonging to the category "SATvlpk Rb RB310 S. er numbered b (0 <= b-31) 
(Saturation processing) system'; and FIG. 36 explains an Rb+1 R(b+1)31:0 Register numbered b+1 (0 <= b <= 30) 
instruction belonging to the category “ETC (et cetera) Rc Rc31:0 Register numbered c (0 <= c <=31) 

Rc+1 R(c+1)31:0 Register numbered c+1 Register (0 <= c <= 30) system'. Ra2 Ra231:0 Register numbered a2 (0 <= a2 <= 15) 
Ra2+1 R(a2+1)31:0 Register numbered a2+1 (0 <= a2 <= 14) 

0187. The following describes the meaning of each col- Rb2 Rb231:0 Register numbered b2 (0 <= b2 <= 15) 
umn in these diagrams: “SIMD indicates the type of an Rb2+1 R(b2+1)31:0 Register numbered b2+1 (0 <= b2 <= 14) 

Rc2 Rc231:0 Register numbered c2 (0 <= c2 <= 15) instruction (distinction between SISD (SINGLE) and 
SIMD); "Size' indicates the size of individual operand to be 
an operation target: “Instruction' indicates the operation 
code of an operation: “Operand’ indicates the operands of 
an instruction: “CFR indicates a change in the condition 
flag register; "PSR indicates a change in the processor 

Rc2+1 R(c2+1)31:0 Register numbered c2+1 (0 <= c2 <= 14) 
Ra3 Ra331:0 Register numbered a3 (0 <= a3 <= 7) 
Ra3+1 R(a3+1)31:0 Register numbered a3+1 (0 <= a3 <= 6) 
Rb3 Rb331:0 Register numbered b3 (0 <= b3 <= 7) 
Rb3+1 R(b3+1)31:0 Register numbered b3+1 (0 <= b3 <= 6) 
Rc3 Rc331:0 Register numbered c3 (0 <= c3 <= 7) 
Rc3+1 R(c3+1)31:0 Register numbered c3+1 (0 <= c3 <= 6) 

status register: “Typical behavior” indicates the overview of Rx Rx31:0 Register numbered X (0 <= x <= 3) 
a behavior; “Operation unit' indicates a operation unit to be 
used; and "3116' indicates the size of an instruction. 

0.190) 
0188 FIGS. 37-748 are diagrams explaining the detailed 
functionality of the instructions executed by the processor 1. TABLE 8 
Note that the meaning of each symbol used for explaining 
the instructions is as described in Tables 6-10 below. Symbol Meaning 

-- Addition 
TABLE 6 Subtraction 

& Logical AND 
Symbol Meaning Logical OR 

Logical NOT 
Xi Bit number i of X << Logical shift left (arithmetic shift left) 
Xi: Bit number j to bit number i of X >> Arithmetic shift right 
X:Y Concatenated X and Y >>> Logical shift right 
{n{X}} in repetitions of X M Exclusive OR 
sextMCX.N) Sign-extend X from N bit width to M bit width. -- Logical NOT 
Default of M is 32. :: Equal 
Default of N is all possible bit widths of X. = Not equal 
uextMCX.N) Zero-extend X from N bit width to M bit width. Greater than Signed (regard left-and right-part MSBs as 
Default of M is 32. sign) 
Default of N is all possible bit widths of X. >= Greater than or equal to Signed (regard left-and right-part 
Smul(X,Y) Signed multiplication X* Y MSBs as sign) 
umul(X,Y) Unsigned multiplication X* Y >(u) Greater than Unsigned (Not regard left-and right-part MSBs 
sdiv(X,Y) Integer part in quotient of signed division XY as sign) 
Smod(X,Y) Modulo with the same sign as dividend. >=(u) Greater than or equal to Unsigned (Not regard left-and 
udiv(X,Y) Quotient of unsigned division XY right-part MSBs as sign) 
umodCX,Y) Modulo 3. Less than Signed(regard left-and right-part MSBs as 
abs(X) Absolute value sign) 
bseq(X,Y) for (i-0; i32; i++) { <= Less than or equal to Signed (regard left-and right-part 

if (X31-i = Y) break; MSBs as sign) 
<(u) Less than Unsigned (Not regard left-and right-part MSBs 

result = i. as sign) 
bcnt(X,Y) S = 0; <=(u) Less than or equal to Unsigned (Not regard left-and 

for (i-0; i32; i++) { 
if (XIi == Y) S++: 

right-part MSBs as sign) 
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0191) 

TABLE 9 

Symbol Meaning 

D(addr) Double word data corresponding to address “addr” in Memory 
W(addr) Word data corresponding to address “addr' in Memory 
H(addr) Half data corresponding to address “addr' in Memory 
B(addr) Byte data corresponding to address “addr in Memory 
B(addr,bus lock) Access byte data corresponding to address addr 
in Memory, and lock used bus concurrently (unlockable 
bus shall not be locked) 
B(addr,bus unlock) Access byte data corresponding to address 
“addr” in Memory, and unlock used bus concurrently 
(unlock shall be ignored for unlockable bus and bus 
which has not been locked) 
EREG(num) Extended register numbered “num 
EREG ERR To be 1 if error occurs when immediately previous access is 
made to extended register. 
To be 0, when there was no error. 
<- Write result 

=> Synonym of instruction (translated by assembler) 
regi(Ra) Register number of general-purpose register Ra(5-bit value) 
Ox Prefix of hexadecimal numbers 
Ob Prefix of binary numbers 
timp Temporally variable 
UD Undefined value (value which is implementation-dependent value 
or which varies dynamically) 
Dn Displacement value (n is a natural value indicating the number 
of bits) 
In Immediate value (n is a natural value indicating the number of bits) 

0192) 

TABLE 10 

Symbol Meaning 

OExplanation for syntax if (condition) { 
Executed when condition is met; 

Executed when condition is not met; 

Executed when condition A is met, if (condition A); * Not 
executed when condition A is not met 
for (Expression1;Expression2:Expression3) 
(Expression1)? Expression2:Expression3 
OExplanation for terms 
The following explains terms used for explanations: 
Integer multiplication Multiplication defined as “Smul' 
Fixed point multiplication 
Arithmetic shift left is performed after integer operation. When 
PSR.FXP is 0, the amount of shift is 1 bit, and when PSR.FXP 
is 1, 2 bits. 
SIMD operation straight cross/high/low pair 

Higher 16 bits and lower 16 bits of half word vector data is 
RH and RL, respectively. When operations performed on at 
Ra register and Rb register are defined as follows: 

straight Operation is performed between RHa and RHb 

* Same as C language 
* Same as C language 

COSS Operation is performed between RHa and RLb, and 
RLa and RHb 

high Operation is performed between RHa and RHb, 
and RLa and RHb 
low Operation is performed between RHa and RLb, and 

RLa and RLb 
pair Operation is performed between RH and RHb, and 

RH and RLb (RH is 32-bit data) 

0193 Instruction vcchk) 

0194 Instruction vcchkis a SIMD instruction for judging 
whether results of a SIMD compare instruction (e.g. 
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vcmpCCb) are all Zero or not, and setting the results to the 
condition flag register (CFR) 32. For example, when 

0.195 vcchk 

0.196 the processor judges, as illustrated in FIG. 37. 
whether the vector condition flags VCO-VC3 (110) in the 
condition flag register (CFR) 32 are all Zero or not, and sets 
the condition flags C4 and C5 in the condition flag resister 
(CFR) 32 to 1 and 0 respectively when all of the vector 
condition flags VC0-VC3 (110) are Zero, while setting the 
condition flags C4 and C5 in the condition flag resister 
(CFR) 32 to 0 and 1 respectively when not all the vector 
condition flags VC0-VC3 (110) are Zero. Then, the vector 
condition flags VC0-VC3 are stored in the condition flags 
C0-C3. A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 38. 

0197) This instruction allows a faster extraction of results 
of SIMD compare instructions (especially, agreement/dis 
agreement of results), and is effective when detecting the 
EOF (End Of File) of a file and other purposes. 

0198 Instruction stbh, stbhp 

0199 Instruction stbh is an instruction for storing, into a 
memory and the like, two pieces of byte data stored in one 
register (byte data stored in the higher 16 bits and byte data 
stored in the lower 16 bits). This instruction is paired with 
Instruction Idbh (for moving data in the opposite direction). 
For example, when 

0200 stbh (Ra), Rb 
0201 the processor 1, using the I/F unit 50 and others, 
stores two pieces of byte data stored in the register Rb (the 
16-23th bits and the 0-7th bits in the register Rb) into 
storage locations indicated by addresses specified by the 
register Ra, as illustrated in FIG. 39. A detailed behavior is 
as shown in FIG. 40. 

0202 Instruction stbhp is an instruction for storing, into 
a memory and the like, four pieces of byte data stored in two 
registers (pair registers) (two pieces of byte data stored in the 
higher 16 bits of the respective registers and two pieces of 
byte data stored in the lower 16 bits of the respective 
registers). This instruction is paired with Instruction Idbhp 
(for moving data in the opposite direction). For example, 
when 

0203) 
0204 the processor 1, using the I/F unit 50 and others, 
stores four pieces of byte data stored in the registers Rb and 
Rb+1 (the 16-23th bits and the 0-7th bits in the respective 
registers) into storage locations indicated by addresses 
specified by the register Ra, as illustrated in FIG. 41. A 
detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 42. 

stbhp (Ra), Rb: Rb+1 

0205 These instructions eliminate the need for data type 
conversions when byte data is handled in 16-bit SIMD, 
leading to a faster processing speed. 

0206 Instruction sethi 

0207 Instruction sethi is an instruction for storing an 
immediate value in the higher 16 bits of a register without 
changing the lower 16 bits of the register. For example, 
when 
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0208 
0209 the processor 1 stores a 16-bit immediate value 
(I16) in the higher 16 bits of the register Ra, as shown in 
FIG. 43. When this is done, there is no change in the lower 
16 bits of the register Ra. A detailed behavior is as shown in 
FIG. 44. 

sethi Ra, I16 

0210. This instruction, when combined with Instruction 
“mov Rb, I16', makes it possible for a 32-bit immediate 
value to be set in a register. 
0211 Instruction Vaddhvc, Vaddrhvc 
0212 Instruction Vaddhvc is a SIMD instruction for 
making a Switch of objects to be added, depending on the 
value of a vector condition flag. For example, when 
0213 vaddhvc Rc, Ra, Rb 
0214 the processor 1, using the operation unit 40 and 
others, adds the value held in the register Ra with the value 
held in the register Ra or Rb in the half word vector format, 
and stores the result into the register Rc, as shown in FIG. 
45. When this is done, whether the value held in Ra or the 
value held in Rb is added depends on a value of the vector 
condition flag VC2. More specifically, when the vector 
condition flag VC2=1, the value held in the register Ra and 
the value held in the register Rb are added, and when 
VC2=0, the value held in the register Ra and the value held 
in the register Ra are added. A detailed behavior is as shown 
in FIG. 46. 

0215. This instruction is effective when used for motion 
compensation in image processing. Since a value which 
resulted from dividing the value held in the addition result 
register Rc by 2 serves as the average value of Ra or the 
average value of Ra and Rb, there is an advantage that a 
single program can Support half-pel motion compensation 
(motion compensation performed on a per-half-pixel basis) 
regardless of whether pixels are integer pixels or half pixels, 
as shown in FIG. 47. 

0216. Meanwhile, Instruction Vaddrhvc is equivalent to 
an instruction in which rounding is performed in addition to 
processing of the above-explained Instruction Vaddhvc. For 
example, when 
0217 vaddrhvc Rc, Ra, Rb 
0218 the processor 1, using the arithmetic and logic/ 
comparison operation unit 41 and others, adds the value held 
in the register Ra with the value held in the register Ra or Rb 
in the half word vector format and further adds 1 for 
rounding, and stores the result into the register Ric, as shown 
in FIG. 48. Other behavior is equivalent to that of Instruction 
Vaddhvc. A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 49. 

0219. This instruction is also effective when used for 
motion compensation in image processing. 

0220 Note that as a functionality of each of the above 
instructions Vaddhvc and Vaddrhvc, 1-bit shift right (pro 
cessing to perform a division by 2) may be added. Such 
functionality enables a processor to directly determine pixel 
values of integer pixels and half pixels. 
0221) Moreover, it may also be possible to define an 
instruction having functionalities of both Instruction Vad 
dhvc and Instruction Vaddrhvc. An example of Such instruc 
tion is one which is capable of behaving either as Instruction 
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Vaddhvc or Instruction VaddhrVc depending on a value of a 
condition flag. Such an instruction allows a single program 
to perform processing regardless of whether rounding is 
performed or not. 

0222 Instruction vsgnh 
0223 Instruction vsgnh is a SIMD instruction for gener 
ating a value depending on the sign (positive/negative) of 
the value held in a register and whether a value held in a 
register is Zero or not. For example, when 

0224 vsgnh Ra, Rb 

0225 the processor 1 stores one of the following values 
into the register Rb in half word vector format, as shown in 
FIG. 50: (i) 1 when the value held in the register Ra is 
positive, (ii) -1 when the value held in the register Ra is 
negative, and (iii) 0 when the value held in the register Ra 
is 0. A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 51. 

0226. This instruction is effective when used for inverse 
quantization in image processing since 1 is outputted when 
a certain value is positive, -1 when negative, and 0 when 0. 
In the processor 1, in particular, values on which SIMD 
operations are difficult to be performed can be calculated at 
an increased speed. 

0227. Instruction valnvc1, valnvc2, valnvc3, valnvc4 
0228 Instruction valnvc1 is a SIMD instruction for byte 
aligning data and extracting different byte data depending on 
a vector condition flag. For example, when 

0229 valnvc1 Rc, Ra, Rb 
0230 the processor 1, performs byte-alignment by shift 
ing a bit string resulted from concatenating the registers Ra 
and Rb according to a value indicated by Bit ALN1:0 of 
the condition flag register (CFR) 32, and stores four pieces 
of byte data which have been extracted depending on a value 
of the vector condition flag VC0, as shown in FIG. 52. More 
specifically, the processor 1 extracts four pieces of byte data 
“a, a, b, and b” from byte-aligned data and stores them in the 
register Rc when the vector condition flag VC0=0, while 
extracting four pieces of byte data “a, b, b, and c' from 
byte-aligned data and stores them in the register Ric when the 
vector condition flag VCO= 1. A detailed behavior is as 
shown in FIG. 53. 

0231. This instruction is effective when used for motion 
compensation in image processing. Since a value resulted 
from dividing the value held in the addition result register Rc 
by 2 on a per-half word vector basis equals to “a” and “b'. 
or (a+b)/2 and (b+c)/2, there is an advantage that a single 
program can Support half-pel motion compensation (motion 
compensation performed on a per-half-pixel basis) regard 
less of whether pixels are integer pixels or half pixels, as 
shown in FIG. 47. 

0232. Note that basic behavior of each of Instructions 
valnvc2, valnvc3, and valnvc4 is the same as that of the 
above-explained Instruction valnvc1, other than that where 
in byte-aligned data pieces of byte data are extracted, as 
shown in FIG. 52. A detailed behavior of the respective 
instructions is as shown in FIGS. 54, 55 and 56. Thus, these 
instructions are also effective when used for motion com 
pensation in image processing. 
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0233. Also note that the present invention is not limited 
to byte as a unit of alignment, and therefore that half word 
and half byte may also serve as a unit of alignment. 
0234 Instruction addarvw 
0235 Instruction addarvw is an instruction for adding 
two values and further adding 1 when one of such values is 
positive. For example, when 
0236 addarvw Rc, Rb, Ra 
0237 the processor 1, using the arithmetic and logic/ 
comparison operation unit 41 and others, adds the value held 
in the register Ra and the value held in the register Rb, as 
shown in FIG. 57. When this is done, the processor 1 further 
adds 1 when the value held in the register Ra is positive. A 
detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 58. 

0238. This instruction is effective when used for “round 
ing of an absolute value (away from Zero). As shown in 
FIG. 59, a value to be rounded is stored in the register Ra, 
and a value resulted from filling, with 1, a bit corresponding 
to one lower than the bit to be rounded shall be stored in the 
register Rb. When this instruction is executed after this, a 
result generated by rounding the absolute value of the value 
held in the register Ra (here, the most significant bit is a sign 
bit, and therefore the value held in Ra is fixed point data 
which has a point between the second bit and the third bit 
from the most significant bit) is to be stored in the register 
Rc. In an example illustrated in FIG. 58, by masking bits 
other than the higher 2 bits of the register Ra, +1 is obtained 
for +0.5, and -1 is obtained for -0.5, and absolute value 
rounding is realized. Thus, this instruction is effective when 
used for rounding absolute values in image processing. 
0239 Instruction movp 
0240 Instruction movp is an instruction for moving val 
ues held in arbitrary two registers to two consecutive reg 
isters. For example, when 
0241 movp Rc: Rc--1, Ra, Rb 
0242 the processor 1, using the I/F unit 50 and others, 
moves the value held in the register Ra to the register Rc, 
and moves the value held in the register Rb to the register 
Rc--1, as shown in FIG. 60. A detailed behavior is as shown 
in FIG. 61. 

0243 Since values held in independent two registers are 
moved in one cycle under this instruction, an effect of 
reducing the number of cycles in a loop can be achieved. 
Also, this instruction, which does not involve register 
renaming (destruction of a register value), is effective when 
data is moved between loop generations (iterations). 
0244. Note that move (“mov’) is not an exclusive type of 
operations, and therefore unary operations (e.g. “neg) and 
binary operations ("add") are also in the scope of the present 
invention. For example, regarding an add instruction in 
which arbitrary two registers (R0 and R6) and two consecu 
tive registers (R2 and R3) are specified, two add operations, 
i.e. “RO+R2->R2 and “R6+R3->R3' are performed in a 
single instruction (in one cycle). 
0245 Instruction loop, settar 
0246. Instruction loop is an instruction for performing 
branches and setting condition flags (predicates, here) in a 
loop. For example, when 
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0247 loop C6, Cm, TAR, Ra 
0248 the processor 1 behaves as follows, using the 
address management unit 10b and others: (i) sets 1 to the 
condition flag Cm; (ii) sets 0 to the condition flag C6 when 
the value held in the register Ra is smaller than 0; (iii) adds 
-1 to the value held in the register Ra and stores the result 
into the register Ra; and (iv) branches to an address specified 
by the branch register (TAR) 30d. When not filled with a 
branch instruction, the jump buffer 10f (branch instruction 
buffer) is filled with a branch target instruction. A detailed 
behavior is as shown in FIG. 62. 

0249 Meanwhile, Instruction settar is an instruction for 
storing a branch target address in the branch register (TAR) 
30d, and setting condition flags (predicates, here). For 
example, when 
0250) settar C6, Cm, D9 
0251 the processor 1 behaves as follows, using the 
address management unit 10b and others: (i) stores an 
address resulted from adding the value held in the program 
counter (PC) 33 and a displacement value (D9) into the 
branch register (TAR) 30d: (i) fetches the instruction cor 
responding to such address and stores it in the jump buffer 
10f (branch instruction buffer); and (iii) sets the condition 
flag C6 to 1 and the condition flag Cm to 0. A detailed 
behavior is as shown in FIG. 63. 

0252) These instructions loop and settar, which are usu 
ally used in pairs, are effective when used for increasing a 
loop speed by means of PROLOG/EPILOG removal soft 
ware pipelining. Note that Software pipelining, which is a 
technique to increase a loop speed used by a compiler, 
allows efficient parallel execution of a plurality of instruc 
tions by converting a loop structure into a PROLOG portion, 
a KERNEL portion and an EPILOG portion, and by over 
lapping each iteration with the previous iteration and the 
following iteration regarding the KERNEL portion. 
0253) “PROLOG/EPILOG removal” is intended to visu 
ally remove a PROLOG portion and an EPILOG portion by 
using the PROLOG portion and the EPILOG portion as 
condition execution instructions to be performed according 
to predicates, as shown in FIG. 64. In PROLOG/EPILOG 
removal 2-stage software pipelining shown in FIG. 64, the 
condition flags C6 and C4 are illustrated as predicates for an 
EPILOG instruction (Stage 2) and a PROLOG instruction 
(Stage 1), respectively. 
0254 The following gives an explanation for the signifi 
cance of the above Instructions loop and settar's function 
ality of moving flags (setting of the condition flag Cm), in 
comparison with ordinary instructions loop and settar with 
out such functionality. 
0255. When Instruction loop and Instruction settar 
according to the present embodiment are not included in an 
instruction set, i.e. when an instruction set includes only 
ordinary loop and settar instructions, the condition flag Cm 
needs to be moved in the respective ordinary loop and settar 
instructions in an independent manner. For this reason, the 
following problems occur: 
0256 (1) There is an increase in the number of flag move 
instructions, which are unrelated to the original functionality 
of a loop execution, and the performance of a processor is 
degraded due to PROLOG/EPILOG removal software pipe 
lining: 
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0257 (2) Dependency on data among flags grows stron 
ger, and the performance of a processor is degraded due to 
data dependency among flags, locational limitations and the 
like; and 
0258 (3) There arises the need that there shall be an 
inter-flag move instruction, which is not originally required 
to be included in an instruction set, and therefore there will 
be a scarcity of the bit field space of the instruction set. 
0259 For example, when the ordinary loop and settar 
instructions are used in a source program written in the C 
language shown in FIG. 65, a compiler generates a machine 
language program shown in FIG. 66 by means of PROLOG/ 
EPILOG removal software pipelining. As indicated by the 
loop part in Such machine language program (Label 
L00023-Instruction loop), 3 cycles are involved in loop 
execution since an instruction for setting the condition flag 
C4 (Instruction cmpeq) is required. Furthermore, two 
instructions are required for the setting and resetting of the 
condition flag C4, reducing the effect of PROLOG/EPILOG 
removal. 

0260. In contrast, when Instruction loop and Instruction 
settar according to the present embodiment are included in 
an instruction set, a compiler generates a machine language 
program shown in FIG. 67. As indicated by the loop part in 
Such machine language program (Label L00023-Instruction 
loop), the setting and resetting of the condition flag C4 are 
conducted under Instructions loop and settar, respectively. 
This reduces the need for any special instructions, allowing 
loop execution to complete in 2 cycles. 
0261. As is obvious from the above, Instruction loop 
C6, Cm, TAR, Ra' and Instruction “settar C6, Cm, D9 are 
effective for reducing the number of execution cycles in 
2-stage PROLOG/EPILOG removal software pipelining. 
0262 Note that the processor 1 supports instructions 
which are applicable not only to 2-stage Software pipelining, 
but also to 3-stage software pipelining: Instruction loop 
C6, C2: C4, TAR, Ra' and Instruction “settar C6, C2: C4, 
D9'. These instructions “loop C6, C2: C4, TAR, Ra' and 
“settar C6, C2: C4, D9 are equivalent to instructions in 
which the register Cm in the above-described 2-stage 
instructions loop C6, Cm, TAR, Ra' and “settar C6, Cm, 
D9 are extended to the registers C2, C3 and C4. 
0263. To put it another way, when 
0264 loop C6, C2: C4, TAR, Ra 
0265 the processor 1 behaves as follows, using the 
address management unit 10b and others: (i) sets the con 
dition flag C4 to 0 when the value held in the register Ra is 
smaller than 0; (ii) moves the value of the condition flag C3 
to the condition flag C2 and moves the value of the condition 
flag C4 to the condition flags C3 and C6; (iii) adds -1 to the 
register Ra and stores the result into the register Ra; and (iv) 
branches to an address specified by the branch register 
(TAR) 30d. When not filled with a branch instruction, the 
jump buffer 10f (branch instruction buffer) is filled with a 
branch target instruction. A detailed behavior is as shown in 
FIG. 68. 

0266. Also, when 
0267 settar C6, C2: C4, D9 
0268 the processor 1 behaves as follows, using the 
address management unit 10b and others: (i) stores an 
address resulted from adding the value held in the program 
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counter (PC) 33 and a displacement value (D9) into the 
branch register (TAR) 30d: (i) fetches the instruction cor 
responding to such address and stores it in the jump buffer 
10f (branch instruction buffer); and (iii) sets the condition 
flags C4 and C6 to 1 and the condition flags C2 and C3 to 
0. A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 69. 

0269 FIGS. 70A and 70B show the role of the condition 
flags in the above 3-stage instructions loop C6, C2: C4. 
TAR, Ra' and “settar C6, C2: C4, D9'. As shown in FIG. 
70A, in PROLOG/EPILOG removal 3-stage software pipe 
lining, the condition flags C2, C3 and C4 are predicates 
intended for Stage 3, Stage 2 and Stage 1, respectively. FIG. 
70B is a diagram showing how instruction execution is 
going on when moving flags in Such a case. 
0270 FIGS. 71-73 show program examples illustrating 
the significance of moving flags in the above instructions 
“loop C6, C2: C4, TAR, Ra' and “settar C6, C2: C4, D9”. 
FIG. 71 shows an example of a source program, FIG. 72 
shows an example of a machine language program created 
by using ordinary instructions loop and settar without the 
functionality of moving flags, and FIG. 73 shows an 
example of a machine language program created by using 
Instruction loop and Instruction settar according to the 
present embodiment that have the functionality of moving 
flags. As is obvious from the comparison between FIG. 72 
and FIG. 73, the use of Instruction loop and Instruction 
settar according to the present embodiment that have the 
functionality of moving flags reduces the number of instruc 
tions by five as well as the number of times a loop is 
executed by one cycle. 
0271 Note that the above description applies to software 
pipelining involving four or more stages, and the number of 
condition flags for predicate simply needs to be increased in 
Such a case. 

0272. In addition to the characteristic instructions 
described above, the processor 1 is also capable of executing 
the following characteristic instructions which are not 
shown in FIGS. 21-36. 

0273 Instruction vsada 
0274 Instruction vsada is a SIMD instruction for deter 
mining a sum of absolute value differences. For example, 
when 

0275) vsada Rc, Ra, Rb RX 
0276 the processor 1, using the arithmetic and logic/ 
comparison operation unit 41 and others, performs SIMD 
operations for determining differences between the values 
held in the register Ra and the values held in the register Rb 
on a byte-by-byte basis (determines the difference between 
the respective four byte pairs), as shown in FIG. 74, deter 
mines the absolute value of each of the four results so as to 
add them, adds the value held in the register RX to this 
addition result, and stores the final result into the register Rc. 
A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 75A. 

0277 Note that the processor 1 is also capable of execut 
ing an instruction which does not include the last operand 
(RX) in the format of the above Instruction vsada. For 
example, when 

0278 vsada Rc, Ra, Rb 
0279 the processor 1, using the arithmetic and logic/ 
comparison operation unit 41 and others, performs SIMD 
operations for determining differences between the values 
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held in the register Ra and the values held in the register Rb 
on a byte-by-byte basis (determines the difference between 
the respective four byte pairs), determines the absolute value 
of each of the four results so as to add them, and stores the 
result into the register Rc. A detailed behavior is as shown 
in FIG. 7SB. 

0280 These instructions vsada are instructions which 
resulted from compounding Instruction Vasubb and Instruc 
tion vabssumb. Instruction Vasubb is a SIMD instruction for 
performing subtractions on four pairs of SIMD data on a 
byte-by-byte basis, and storing the resulting four signs in the 
condition flag register. Instruction vabSSumb, on the other 
hand, is a SIMD instruction for adding the absolute values 
of four pairs of SIMD data on a byte-by-byte basis according 
to the condition flag register, and adding this addition result 
to another 4-byte data. 
0281. Thus, Instruction vsada makes it possible for a sum 
of absolute value differences to be determined in one cycle 
and therefore makes the speed of operations faster, as 
compared with the case where Instruction Vasubb and 
Instruction vabSSumb are used in Succession. Instruction 
Vasada is effective when used for Summing up absolute value 
differences in motion prediction as part of image processing. 
0282) Note that data does not have to be in byte, and 
therefore half word, half byte and other units are also in the 
Scope of the present invention. 
0283 Instruction satss, satsu 
0284. Instruction satss is an instruction for converting a 
signed value into a saturated signed value at an arbitrary 
position (digit). For example, when 
0285) satiss Rc, Ra, Rb 
0286 the processor 1, using the saturation block (SAT) 
47a and others, stores, into the register Ric, a saturated value 
(complement on 1 of the register Rb) specified by the 
register Rb when the value held in the register Ra is larger 
than such saturated value, and stores the value held in the 
register Ra into the register Rc when the value held in the 
register Ra is equal to or Smaller than the saturated value, as 
illustrated in FIG. 76. A detailed behavior is as shown in 
FIG 77A. 

0287 Meanwhile, Instruction satsu is an instruction for 
converting an unsigned value into a saturated signed value 
at an arbitrary position (digit). For example, when 
0288) satsu Rc, Ra, Rb 
0289 the processor 1, using the saturation block (SAT) 
47a and others, stores a saturated value specified by the 
register Rb into the register Rc when the value held in the 
register Ra is larger than Such saturated value, and stores the 
value held in the register Ra into the register Rc when the 
value held in the register Ra is equal to or smaller than the 
saturated value. A detailed behavior is as shown in FIG. 77B. 

0290 The above Instruction satss and Instruction satsu 
allow saturation processing to be performed at an arbitrary 
position. This facilitates programming since there is no need 
for setting a position where Saturation is performed to a 
specific position at the time of assembler programming. 
0291 Instruction bytesel 
0292 Instruction bytesel is an instruction for selecting 
one of the values held in two registers on a byte-by-byte 
basis. For example, when 
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0293 bytesel Rc, Ra, Rb, RX 
0294 the processor 1, using the operation unit 40 and 
others, stores one of eight pieces of byte data held in the 
register Ra and the register Rb into the register Rc, on the 
basis of a value indicated by the register RX, as illustrated in 
FIG. 78. This behavior is performed on four pieces of bytes 
in the register Rc in parallel. A detailed behavior is shown 
in FIG. 79A, and a relationship between the register Rx and 
byte data to be selected is shown in FIG. 79B. 
0295). Note that the processor 1 behaves in an equivalent 
manner also for Instruction bytesel in the following format: 
when 

0296 bytesel Rc, Ra, Rb, I12 
0297 the processor 1, using the operation unit 40 and 
others, stores one of eight pieces of byte data held in the 
register Ra and the register Rb into the register Rc, on the 
basis of a 12-bit immediate value. This behavior is per 
formed on four pieces of bytes in the register Rc in parallel. 
A detailed behavior is shown in FIG. 79C, and a relationship 
between an immediate value I12 and byte data to be selected 
is shown in FIG. 79D. 

0298 Instruction bytesel allows byte data to be stored at 
an arbitrary position in a register, and therefore makes 
repetitions of data reshuffling faster. Moreover, this instruc 
tion has an effect of increasing the flexibility of SIMD 
operations. 

0299) Note that whether the above byte data is to be 
stored or not in each of Rc31:24), Rc23:16). Rc15:8), and 
Rc7:0 may be specifiable in Instruction “bytesel Rc, Ra, 
Rb, Rx' explained above, utilizing an empty digit or the like 
in the register RX. This allows a byte-by-byte basis selection 
of whether the value held in the register Rc is to be updated 
Or not. 

0300 Note that data does not have to be in byte, and 
therefore half word, half byte and other units are also in the 
Scope of the present invention. 
0301 Instructions for Extending Results of SIMD 
Operations 
0302) The processor 1 is also capable of executing SIMD 
operation-related complementary processing, in addition to 
the above-explained instructions. 
0303 For example, the processor 1, when a certain 
instruction is issued, performs complementary processing 
for extending a part of results of SIMD operations (sign 
extension or Zero extension), as illustrated in FIGS. 80A and 
80B, which show the processor 1 performing SIMD opera 
tions on data at the same positions in respective registers (to 
be referred to also as “straight positions' hereinafter) or on 
data at diagonally crossed positions, on a per-half word 
basis. FIG. 80A illustrates processing for extending the 
lower half word of a required result to a word, and FIG. 80B 
illustrates processing for extending the higher half word of 
a required result to a word. 
0304) Note that Instruction Vaddh is an example instruc 
tion for performing SIMD operations on data at straight 
positions on a per-half word basis, while Instruction VXaddh 
is an example instruction for performing SIMD operations 
on data at diagonally crossed positions on a per-half word 
basis. 
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0305 Also note that the processor 1, when a certain 
instruction is issued, performs complementary processing 
for extending all results of SIMD operations, as illustrated in 
FIG. 81. FIG. 81 illustrates the processor 1 performing 
SIMD operations on pieces of data stored at straight posi 
tions or diagonally crossed positions in two registers on a 
per-half word basis, as well as extending each of resulting 
two half words to a word. 

0306 Such an instruction for extending results of SIMD 
operation as above is effective when making data size all the 
same by performing sign extension or Zero extension after 
performing the SIMD operations, enabling SIMD operations 
and extension processing to be performed in one cycle. 
0307 Furthermore, the processor 1 is also capable of 
executing SIMD operations specified by condition flags and 
the like, as SIMD operation-related complementary instruc 
tions. For example, the processor 1, when condition flags 
specify that the first and the second operations should be 
“addition' and “subtraction” respectively, performs addi 
tions and Subtractions on each of data pairs in two registers 
at Straight positions or diagonally crossed positions on a 
per-half word basis, as illustrated in FIG. 82. 
0308 For example, when the condition flags C0 and C1 
are “1 and 0”, the processor 1 behaves as follows, using the 
arithmetic and logic/comparison operation unit 41 and oth 
CS 

0309 (1) adds the higher half word of the register Ra with 
the higher half word of the register Rb, and stores this 
addition result into the higher half word of the register Rc: 
and 

0310 (2) subtracts the lower half word of the register Rb 
from the lower half word of the register Ra, and stores this 
subtraction result into the lower half word of the register Rc. 
0311 Such an instruction in which types of SIMD opera 
tions are specifiable is effective for processing in which 
types of operations to be performed are not fixed, and 
therefore in which an operation shall be determined depend 
ing on a result of other processing. 
0312 Note that present invention is applicable to a case 
where the register Rb is not used in the above operations (1) 
and (2). For example, the processor 1 may: 
0313 (1) add the higher half word of the register Ra with 
the lower half word of the register Ra, and store this addition 
result into the higher half word of the register Rc; and 
0314 (2) subtract the lower half word of the register Ra 
from the higher half word of the register Ra, and store this 
subtraction result into the lower half word of the register Rc. 

1-29. (canceled) 
30. A processor for decoding and executing instructions, 

comprising: 
a flag storage unit operable to store a plurality of flags 

used as predicates of a condition execution instruction; 
a decoding unit operable to decode an instruction; and 
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an execution unit operable to execute the instruction 
based on a result of the decoding performed by the 
decoding unit, 

wherein the execution unit, when the decoding unit 
decodes a loop branch instruction including an operand 
specifying a flag, branches to a top of a loop, and makes 
a setting of the flag. 

31. The processor according to claim 30, 
wherein the flag is used as a predicate of one of an 
EPILOG instruction and a PROLOG instruction in a 
case where the loop is unrolled through software pipe 
lining. 

32. The processor according to claim 30, 
wherein the plurality of flags are specified as operands in 

the branch instruction, and the execution unit performs 
the branch and a transfer among the plurality of flags. 

33. The processor according to claim 32, 
wherein the plurality of flags are used as predicates of an 
EPILOG instruction, a KERNEL instruction and a 
PROLOG instruction in a case where the loop is 
unrolled through software pipelining. 

34. A processor for decoding and executing instructions, 
comprising: 

a branch register for storing a branch target address; 
a flag storage unit operable to store a plurality of flags 

used as predicates of a condition execution instruction; 
a decoding unit operable to decode an instruction; and 
an execution unit operable to execute the instruction 

based on a result of the decoding performed by the 
decoding unit, 

wherein the execution unit, when the decoding unit 
decodes a store instruction including an operand speci 
fying a flag, the store instruction for storing the branch 
target address in the branch register, Stores a top 
address of a loop into the branch register, and makes a 
setting of the flag. 

35. The processor according to claim 34, 
wherein the flag is used as a predicate of one of an 
EPILOG instruction and a PROLOG instruction in a 
case where the loop is unrolled through software pipe 
lining. 

36. The processor according to claim 34. 
wherein the plurality of flags are specified as operands in 

the store instruction, and the execution unit performs 
the storage and makes settings of the plurality of flags 
when the store instruction is decoded. 

37. The processor according to claim 36, 
wherein the plurality of flags are used as predicates of an 
EPILOG instruction, a KERNEL instruction and a 
PROLOG instruction in a case where the loop is 
unrolled through software pipelining. 

38-55. (canceled) 


